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Apache Parquet is a column major table file format developed for the Hadoop ecosystem,
with support for data compression. Hadoop SQL engines process queries like relational
databases but read the parquet file to retrieve data. The caveat is that reading takes time
and needs to be optimized. Irrelevant to a query I/O must be avoided for faster reads. The
file is organized in rows segmented serially per column, which are segmented serially into
DataPages. Two indices were proposed, namely, ColumnIndex (storing DataPage minimum
and maximum values) and OffsetIndex (storing DataPage offsets), which support reading
only the required DataPages in retrieving a row, skipping irrelevant DataPages.
In this thesis, we investigate methods to accelerate row retrieval in parquet files within
Apache Arrow, which is an in-memory big data analytics library that supports fast data
processing applications on modern hardware. Towards this, we first implement the proposed
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex. We then propose and integrate the indices with Split Block
Bloom Filters (SBBF). Our hypothesis is that a combination of the indices and SBBF should
enhance the overall performance by avoiding unnecessary I/O in queries with predicate values
not present in the parquet file.
We validate our hypothesis through extensive experimentation. Our experiments show
that using either indices or SBBF reduces average reading time by 20x. Their combination
reduces the average reading time by an additional 10%. Adding indices does not significantly
increase the parquet file size, but adding SBBF approximately increases the parquet file size
by 2x. We contribute our code to Apache Arrow open source project along with a conceptual
design for DataPage level SBBF for further read optimization.
iv
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1.0 Introduction
MapReduce [1] was proposed to support fast keywords search, execute large dataset
queries and search result retrievals. Its huge success pushed several competitors in the area
to attempt at building frameworks that could abstract MapReduce, for other applications
to implement. A well-known success in these terms is Apache Hadoop1. Hadoop File Sys-
tem (HDFS) [2] has been a popular platform for applications to leverage the MapReduce
paradigm, in a distributed environment. Over the course of the last decade, since the incep-
tion of HDFS, several file formats have been designed to leverage the various features offered
by HDFS [3]. All the file formats on HDFS developed over the years have been trying to
achieve efficiency in being compatible with MapReduce [3]. Among these file formats, one
recent success is Parquet2.
Apache Parquet is efficient in leveraging the MapReduce framework and in comparison
with few other popular file formats on HDFS, offers better support for skipping unnecessary
data reads [4], compression and file reading times on HDFS [3]. Hadoop SQL engines execute
queries on Hadoop file system (HDFS) by reading parquet files for row retrievals. Currently,
parquet is used as the default file format to store databases by Hadoop SQL engines like
Apache Spark3, Impala [5], Hive4 and Vertica [6], as parquet supports a few compression
schemes to adapt the file sizes to the sizes of the Hadoop DataNodes (the data blocks
in HDFS). Parquet uses the Record Shredding and Assembly algorithm5 that allows for
localized compression on a per column level for small files storing large amounts of data and
new encoding schemes for flexibility in storage of different data types as they are invented.
Parquet is a write-once, read-many (WORM) times format. If the data in a parquet file has
to be updated, the whole file has to re-created.
Currently, parquet is transitioning out of the Hadoop ecosystem, towards being used by
1https://hadoop.apache.org/
2https://parquet.apache.org/documentation/latest/
3http://spark.apache.org
4http://hive.apache.org
5https://github.com/julienledem/redelm/wiki/The-striping-and-assembly-algorithms-from-the-Dremel-
paper
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cloud-based data warehouse services, such as AWS Redshift6 offered by AmazonWeb Services
[7], which run on general linux-based file systems. The scope for use is being explored further
in Extract, Transfer, Load (ETL) on IoT devices [8]. Therefore, adding improvements to the
parquet file format has large impact for enterprises and businesses.
Apache Arrow is an in-memory big data analytics library that supports programming
language independent, fast data processing applications on modern hardware. A Hadoop
SQL engine can write columnar data in-memory, using Arrow and Arrow creates the parquet
files with different configurations that is unique to the Hadoop SQL engine (as shown in
Figure 1). In effect, Arrow is a library to copy and convert columnar storage data. Arrow
provides Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) in multiple programming languages,
including C++, for reading and writing files in parquet. For example, Vertica is a column
store database, written in C++, that uses Apache Arrow, to store and read tables in parquet
file format. The support in C++ for reading and writing parquet files is solely maintained
by an open source community that also maintains Apache Arrow7. Spark uses Arrow to offer
columnar data transfer benefits in Python programming language.
For storage efficiency, the parquet’s stores data per column separately, allowing better
compression on the datatype of a column. However, Arrow API retains the row representa-
tion of a table during data retrieval from columnar storage. This basically corresponds with
the basic SQL query for row retrieval:
select * from file x where a = <search-value>;
In Arrow, the above SQL query translates into an Arrow function call
parquet :: ParquetF ileReader :: Make(:: arrow :: MemoryPool ∗ pool,
std :: unique_ptr < ParquetF ileReader > reader,
std :: unique_ptr < FileReader > ∗out)
Arrow offers low-level parquet file APIs for applications to use, improving the perfor-
mance of parquet in Arrow has a larger impact in the parquet community. This observation
has motivated the work in this thesis, the need to optimize the reading of parquet files.
6https://aws.amazon.com/about-aws/whats-new/2019/12/announcing-amazon-redshift-data-lake-
export/
7https://github.com/apache/arrow/tree/master/cpp
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Figure 1: A simplified view different applications that use Arrow to perform in-memory
computations and convert data into secondary data storage formats
3
1.1 Parquet State of the Art
Parquet file format was proposed in 2013 and since then, has gone through several struc-
tural changes and extensions. In Figure 2, we visually represent these changes to the parquet
file format. The rows of the table are segmented into RowGroups8. A RowGroup is a col-
lection of rows under all columns of the table. Each RowGroup is segmented further per
column into ColumnChunks. Each ColumnChunk has the same number of corresponding
rows as other ColumChunks. ColumnChunks of various data types are supported. The size
of a ColumnChunk varies with the compression and encoding scheme for the data type in
parquet. The ColumnChunk is further segmented into DataPages. A DataPage stores a
subset of the collection of rows in a ColumnChunk. The DataPages are written in batches
into a parquet file, with no support to update operations.
Each DataPage is the basic unit of data storage. As a result, MapReduce [1] can
split independent, parallel threads of mappers and reducers to read separate DataPages
per ColumnChunk per RowGroup for fast independent computation on portions of data.
Hadoop SQL engines leverage the MapReduce, while executing queries to retrieve data from
HDFS. This makes parquet a suitable file format to store databases on HDFS for Hadoop
SQL engines.
For fast query processing by Hadoop SQL engines, reading data efficiently from parquet
files is crucial. Since these files are practically large, the parquet files are configured using
techniques and best practices 9 to support fast query execution. The most relevant technique
to our work is indexing, since our work in this thesis builds on this idea. Each DataPage
is appended with an index at the beginning that stores the details on minimum (min) and
maximum(max) values of all the rows of that column in that DataPage, called Statistics, as
shown in Figure 2. Hadoop SQL engines can use the Statistics to skip the DataPages, if the
values in the DataPage does not have the range of values to be matched with the predicate.
DataPage skipping reduces the reading time of a parquet file. However, skipping DataPages
using Statistics still requires reading DataPages before discarding them.
8We use capitalization to match the terms in the parquet specification document.
https://github.com/apache/parquet-format/blob/master/src/main/thrift/parquet.thrift
9https://parquet.apache.org/documentation/latest/
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Figure 2: A simplified view of a RowGroup, its ColumnChunks and the DataPages arranged
hierarchically and serially
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That is, the entire file is still read before selecting the exact DataPage. The parquet com-
munity proposed a modification to optimize the use of Statistics in skipping DataPages. The
parquet format introduced the ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex 10 to improve the file reading
times for reading one value under a column from the entire file. Both, ColumnIndex and
OffsetIndex, are embedded at the footer of the file. Loading ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex
from a specific location in the footer of the file is faster. In fact, parquet file reads begin
from the metadata at the footer.
For each DataPage in a ColumnChunk, the ColumnIndex stores an entry of the minimum
and maximum values of the rows in the DataPage, originally stored in Statistics. This way,
reading the Statistics at the beginning of every DataPage can be avoided. Statistics, as in
Figure 2, also become unncessary and can be removed from the beginning of the DataPage
to reduce the file size. To achieve complete optimization of file reading time, the community
proposed the OffsetIndex to store information about the cardinal number (the number of
the row in the row store representation of the table, in Figure 2) of the first row in the
DataPage and the offset of the DataPage in the ColumnChunk. This way, the OffsetIndex
and ColumnIndex store the information for all ColumnChunks in a RowGroup, separately.
Using the ColumnIndex in combination with OffsetIndex could help in reading only the exact
DataPage relevant for data retrieval from a ColumnChunk. Applications that use parquet
for storage and retrieval, have to address this proposal with an implementation suitable to
them. Arrow is yet to implement this in C++ for parquet.
1.2 Thesis Problem Statement
Impala, a Hadoop SQL engine, implemented the Parquet community proposal to use
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex in C++, ahead of all other applications that use parquet
files. The Impala implementation presents an experimental evidence of improvements in
parquet file read times and can be used as a benchmark.
10Lars Volcker and Marcel Kornacker, ColumnIndex Layout to Support Page Skipping,
https://bit.ly/32u4aba
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The ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex has not been implemented in the version of Arrow in
C++ for parquet.
• Aim 1: The first objective of this thesis is to utilize ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex to
improve the parquet file reading time in Arrow C++.
When using an index to scan data quickly, sometimes, we may not be aware of the fact
that the data is not present in the parquet file. In such a case, using an index alone may not
help in the reduction of reading time of the file. If a value is not present in the file, it is cost
effective to avoid reading any DataPages. Bloom filters are designed to achieve this purpose.
A Bloom filter may not be able to verify if a value that is present in the file is present, but
can verify if a value that is not present in the file, is not present with high probability.
We hypothesize that using Bloom filters in combination with ColumnIndex & OffsetIndex
should further improve parquet file read times. At the time of writing this thesis, parquet
files with Bloom filters is not implemented either in Arrow C++ or in Impala. Combining
Bloom filters with ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex is also yet to be explored by the community.
• Aim 2: The second objective of this thesis is to utilize Bloom filters in combination with
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex in Arrow C++ to further improve the parquet file reading
time in Arrow C++.
1.3 Approach
In our implementation and experiments, we consider parquet files that are unencoded and
uncompressed. Compression is an optimization for reducing file size, which does not have a
direct impact on our goal of improving the reading time. However, our implementation uses
the standard API offered by Arrow to read files with or without compression.
We first implement the serialization of ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex in Arrow C++
when writing parquet files. We setup the ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex for use while reading
parquet files by implementing ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex deserialization on a per column-
level in Arrow C++. We use the ColumnIndex to scan the minimum and maximum values
7
of DataPages and pick the right DataPage that has the matching range for the predicate.
We use the corresponding OffsetIndex to get the cardinal number (the number of the row in
table in row store format) of the first row of the relevant DataPage and use the SkipRows
function in Arrow C++, to skip to the DataPage. We scan the values in the DataPage
against the predicate to find the matching row. We measure the time taken for this file read
operation to verify if using the ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex can improve file read times.
Further, we measure the change in file size on adding ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex to the
parquet file.
We consider implementing the Bloom filters at the level of ColumnChunks, in between
RowGroups and at the level of DataPages, at the end of each ColumnChunk. We implement
the serialization and deserialization of column-level Split Block Bloom Filters (SBBF) 11 per
ColumnChunk in a RowGroup and propose a design for the structural implementation of
DataPage-level SBBF, for further read optimization, in Chapter 5. The column-level SBBF
is implemented per column and the predicate is tested with the specific SBBF of the column
to be accessed to retrieve a value. We deserialize the SBBF on a per column-level to be
used during file reads to access a value. We check if the value exists in that column before
proceeding to scan DataPages. We measure the time taken for this file read operation to
verify if using the SBBF can improve file read times and the change in file size on adding
SBBF to the parquet file. Further, we profile the experiments for complete analysis.
After implementing the methods to serialization and deserialization of ColumnIndex,
OffsetIndex and SBBF in Arrow C++, we proceed with utilizing them in combination with
each other. We implement flags that choose to use only the SBBF, the ColumnIndex and
OffsetIndex or both in combination. We measure the differences in file reading times of par-
quet files in these different scenarios. Further, we profile the experiments for complete analy-
sis. From our results, we show a successful implementation of ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex
as well as a successful implementation of combining Bloom filters with ColumnIndex and
OffsetIndex in Arrow C++ to propose to the parquet community.
11https://github.com/apache/parquet-format/blob/master/BloomFilter.md
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1.4 Contributions
Motivated by the importance of the parquet files in efficient processing of big relational
data, in this thesis, we design and implement the PittCS Arrow parquet file, which optimizes
the reading of parquet files in Apache Arrow C++. Specifically, we make the following four
contributions:
• Implement serialization and deserialization of ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex to support
fast DataPage skipping and utilizing the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex to reduce parquet file
reading time in Arrow C++.
• Implement serialization and deserialization of column-level Split Block Bloom Filters
(SBBF) and proposing the novel idea of utilizing Bloom filters in combination with the
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex to further reduce parquet file reading time in Arrow C++.
• Evaluate experimentally the reading of PittCS Arrow and found that:
(i) using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex reduces average parquet file reading time by 20x;
(ii) using SBBF reduces the file reading time by 20x; and
(iii) using SBBF in combination with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex by an additional 10% im-
provement in comparison with using plain ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex or plain SBBF.
• Propose the DataPage-level SBBF as a two-level Bloom filter to use in combination with
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and column-level Bloom filter for further read optimization.
We contribute our code and our performance evaluation results to the Arrow C++ for
parquet community via github12.
1.5 Roadmap
In the next chapter, we provide the necessary background on parquet files and put
our work in the context with respect to existing file formats for storing big data. Specifi-
cally, we complete explaining parquet, ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and Bloom filters in detail.
12https://github.com/a2un/arrow/
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In Chapter 3, we present the main contribution of this thesis, the design and implemen-
tation of PittCS Arrow, which optimizes Arrow C++ parquet files. We first introduce
Arrow and discuss the parquet reader and writer in Arrow C++ in detail. Subsequently,
in reference to Arrow, we explain our implementation, PittCS Arrow, for reading parquet
files with Bloom filters, ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and combination of Bloom filters with
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in detail. In Chapter 4, we discuss the instrumentation and per-
formance evaluation of PittCS Arrow. Further, we present and analyze the results in detail,
which support our two aims in this thesis in optimizing parquet files in Arrow C++. In
Chapter 5, we conclude our thesis with a summary of our contributions and future work.
In particular, we discuss our design to implement DataPage-level Bloom filters as a final
contribution in this thesis. Lastly, we proceed to discuss the larger implications of PittCS
Arrow in open source parquet community.
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2.0 Background & Related Work
In this chapter, we provide the necessary background on parquet files and put our work
in the context with respect to existing file formats for storing big data. Specifically, we
complete explaining parquet in Section 2.1, ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in Section 2.2, Bloom
filters in Section 2.3 in detail. We proceed to discuss related work in the area of columnar
storage, implementation of columnar storage in file formats and the recent applications of
Bloom filters in databases in Section 2.4.
2.1 Parquet File Format & Layout
2.1.1 Parquet file components
As mentioned in the introduction, the following are the components of a parquet file, as
in Figure 3:
• RowGroup: Stores a collection of rows.
• ColumnChunk: Stores the rows, of a RowGroup, in a column.
• DataPage: Stores a portion of the rows.
• Dictionary Page: Stores the information regarding the number of times a value in a
row repeats in a column. It is written before all DataPages, at the beginning of the
ColumnChunk.
• ColumnChunkMetadata: Stores the offset to the first data page in a ColumnChunk,
compression codec, encoding scheme
• RowGroupMetadata: Stores the ColumnChunkMetadata.
• FileMetadata: Stores the file version, table schema.
• Footer: Stores the FileMetadata and RowGroupMetadata.
Parquet only allows and supports int32 (32 bit integers), int64 (64 bit integers), int96
(a mixed type of unsigned integers of 32 bits to support reading and writing datetime data),
11
Figure 3: Parquet row alignment
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float, double, ByteArray (strings) and FixedLengthByteArray (strings with fixed length)
for columns in any schema.
The format is explicitly designed to separate the FileMetadata from the data. This way,
one instance of the metadata can reference to multiple portions of the table stored in multiple
parquet files.
We observed earlier, in Section 1.1, that the parquet file has an hierarchical structure.
In the Figure 3, on the right, we have a row store representation of the data in a table and
on the left, we have a column store representation of the same data in the form of a parquet
file. The data under each column is serially written, in the order that the column appears
from left in the table. The RowGroup0 has the corresponding twenty rows of the table, each
ColumnChunk has the corresponding twenty rows under the corresponding column of the
table. ColumnChunk 0 has the rows under Column 0, ColumnChunk 1 has the rows under
Column 1 and ColumnChunk 2 has the rows under Column 2. Each ColumnChunk has
DataPages, which are the basic unit of data storage. In ColumnChunk 0, two DataPages
contain ten rows each, in ColumnChunk 1, four DataPages store five rows each and in
ColumnChunk 2, each DataPage has variable number of rows, adding up to twenty rows.
The parquet file hierarchy allows a column-level compression of data. In Figure 3, we
consider that the data type of Column 0 allows lesser compression than Column 1 and
Column 1 allows lesser compression than Column 2. Specifically, the same number of rows
under Column 0 can only be stored in two DataPages, Column 1 has four DataPages per
ColumnChunk and Column 2 has six DataPages stored per ColumnChunk. This way, the
number of DataPages in a ColumnChunk varies with the type of compression applied.
Even if the number of DataPages in each ColumnChunk is different, the corresponding
rows in each DataPage coincide in the three ColumnChunks in a RowGroup.
2.1.2 Parquet thrift template
Apache Thrift 1 is a data serialization format that allows defining data types in a template
file. Components of a parquet file are defined in a template in a language independent
1https://thrift.apache.org/
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interface2. Arrow C++ uses the TCompactProtocol3, written by parquet community, to
deserialize the template file.
2.1.3 Parquet data encoding schemes
Encoding schemes in parquet files set the definition and repetition levels, which are
defined below:
• Definition level: Stores information on the count of null values per column to avoid
repetition.
• Repetition level: Stores the information on the level (DataPage in a ColumnChunk) the
value repeats.
Parquet files currently support the plain (no definition or repetition levels), plain dictio-
nary (DictionaryPage encoding to store information of the rows in the DataPage) and Run
Length Encoding (RLE) encoding schemes. In plain encoded parquet files, the repeating
values occur as is. In files with encoding, the values are encoded by the scheme and the
repeating values are only stored once in a DataPage.
Early versions of Arrow C++ and Impala only support RLE.
2.1.4 Parquet data error prevention & recovery
Data corruption in a parquet file is when the data is unreadable because of a corruption
in the metadata. This means that if the FileMetadata is corrupt the parquet file cannot
be recovered. Similarly, if the RowGroupMetadata is corrupt then that RowGroup cannot
be recovered. Again, if a ColumnChunkMetadata is corrupt the ColumnChunk of that
RowGroup cannot be recovered. Finally, if a DataPage header is corrupt then that DataPage
and the other following DataPages in that ColumnChunk also become corrupt.
When writing large amounts of data into a file, smaller RowGroups distribute the data
across the file. Using RowGroupMetadata, individual RowGroups of a file can be recov-
2https://github.com/apache/parquet-format/blob/master/src/main/thrift/parquet.thrift
3https://github.com/apache/thrift/blob/master/lib/cpp/src/thrift/protocol/TCompactProtocol.h
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Table 1: Configurable parameters in a parquet file
Configurable Parameter Value
Number of a RowGroups >= 1
Size of a RowGroup (HDFS) <=256 MB
Size of a DataPage (HDFS) <=1 MB
ered. Hence, parquet files with small sized RowGroups have lesser chance of losing data on
corruption.
2.1.5 Parquet file configurations
Parquet files can be configured with RowGroup and DataPage sizes, based on the file
system used to store parquet files.
In a Hadoop File System (HDFS), as seen in Table 1, each file block is of size 256 MB.
In this file system, the parquet files generally are configured with 1 RowGroup of size 256
MB and DataPages are typically of size 64 kB, with a maximum size of 1 MB.
In a linux file system, the file block size is 4 kB. The parquet file size on this file system
has no upper limit and can have more than one RowGroup with DataPages of any size.
Based on these values, other factors such number of DataPages in a ColumnChunk also get
pre-configured at the time of writing a parquet file. Similarly, the number of ColumnChunks
varies with the number of columns in the table written into a parquet file.
2.2 ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex are placed at the beginning of the file footer. As shown
in Figure 4, the ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex store the following information:
15
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex Layout
Figure 4: ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex store entries corresponding to DataPages
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• ColumnIndex: Stores minimum and maximum values per DataPage per ColumnChunk
in one RowGroup.
• OffsetIndex: Stores cardinal number (the number of the row in a table in row store
format) of the first row in a DataPage and page offset per DataPage per ColumnChunk
in one RowGroup.
2.3 Bloom filters
The parquet community proposed a specialized form of Bloom Filters, called the Split
Block Bloom Filters (SBBF) 4, inspired from the article on network applications of Bloom
filters [9] by Broder and Mitzenmacher. Broder and Mitzenmacher talk about splitting Bloom
filters to achieve efficient hashing and low false positive probability. To build a Bloom filter
for big data, with space and hashing efficiency, the parquet community takes inspiration
from Putze et al. [10], to build a block Bloom filter.
SBBF are a special type of Bloom filters, that contain n blocks of 256 bits each. Each
block has serially aligned 8 words of 32 bits each set to zero. Figure 5 gives a simplified
view of an initialized Split Block Bloom Filter. Additionally, the SBBF is initialized with a
preset false positive probability. SBBF has a differing number of blocks, n, based on the false
positive probability, as a parameter. To hash a value in the SBBF, the value is converted
into its 64-bit equivalent. The most significant 32-bits are used in selecting the block to
perform the hash. The least significant 32-bits are used to hash into the block. To verify if
a value is present in the Bloom filter, the value is converted into its 64-bit equivalent. The
most significant 32-bits are used to select the block to verify the hash. The least significant
32-bits are used to hash, which is verified with the block.
To hash a value in a block, 8 different hashes are performed on the value. Each hash
flips one bit in each word of the block. Hence, one bit is flipped in all the 8 words in a block,
as shown in Figure 6.
4https://github.com/apache/parquet-format/blob/master/BloomFilter.md
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Figure 5: A simplified view of Split Block Bloom Filters
Figure 6: Block insert. One bit is flipped in each of the 8 words in a block.
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If all bits match, the value probably exists in the data.
Figure 7: Block check - matching hash. The value is hashed and verified with the bit in each
word.
If at least one bit mismatches, the value is not present in the data with high probability.
Figure 8: Block check - mismatch in hash. The value is hashed and verified with the bit in
each word.
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To verify if a value is present in the set, the value is hashed 8 times, to verify if it matches
every word in the block. Only a perfect match considers the value to be a “probable” member
of the set. The value can be verified as not present in the Bloom filter with high probability,
when there is a mismatch of bits in at least one word. Figures 7 and 8 depict this visually.
2.4 Related Work
The prevailing notion in database storage formats are of two types—row–oriented and
column–oriented (or columnar or C–store) databases.
The traditional storage model for relational databases is the Row or N-ary Storage Model
(NSM) (a.k.a slotted Pages) [11], which stores relational databases in disk blocks, in a
sequence of N-tuples for the rows of the table. NSM does not offer cache-efficiency in query
processing, that is reading the data. In order to mitigate this inefficiency, the concept of
indexing was proposed for fast access to store data blocks. The most commonly used index
in relational database is B+-tree.
In query processing applications such as analytics, cache utilization and performance is
becoming increasingly important. Ailamaki, et al. [12, 13] present that cache-efficiency can
improve query performance by grouping data in pages. They propose an extension to NSM
called PAX that only changes the layout inside the pages to support caching and not the
I/O costs of the query. This way, the memory bandwidth reduces by 75% and the queries
run faster by 11%. PAX stores the values under each column into mini–pages within the
disk pages, contiguously in a column–major format. In effect, PAX is a quasi-columnar
format similar to parquet. While this format is suitable for relational databases, they are
not adopted by new forms of databases.
Columnar databases are the more recent formats proposed to support OLAP (OnLine
Analytical Processing). MonetDB [14], H–Store [15] and C–Store [16] are some exam-
ples of columnar databases. Data stored in columnar format is convenient to read, com-
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press/decompress, and process specific values required by a specific transaction on specific
column projections of the table, such as in Vertica [6]. Vertica is a big data analytics platform
that uses various columnar file formats on Hadoop file system (HDFS) clusters.
An innovation in columnar big data file format is Dremel, by Melnik et al. [17], an
implementation that helps in fast web search query retrievals using MapReduce. The records
are shredded into different portions of data and stored in a dictionary-like key-value pair
format. The paper discusses the idea of definition and repetition levels in data for fast
access to keywords in the data. These keywords help access the information at different
portions of data in one or two read operations, reducing the reading time of the file. Caching
the accessed information further improves the data retrieval times. Parquet takes inspiration
from the explanation in the Dremel implementation to create definition and repetition levels
for data encoding.
Optimzed Row Columnar (Orc)5 is the columnar file format to store data by Hive SQL
engine on Hadoop. Orc supports Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, Durable (ACID) transactions,
data stream processing with smaller file sizes. The Orc writer chooses the correct encoding
for the file data at runtime in the form of columnar “stripes” and builds an internal index
of the data. Stripes are a directory of data stream locations. When a Hive SQL query reads
data from an Orc file, Hive uses predicate pushdown to compare the predicate using the
indexes stored in the Orc file to filter stripes in a file relevant to the query and narrows the
search to a set of rows. This reduces the query run time by significant amounts. Parquet
takes inspiration from Orc for its own implementation of ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex to
support predicate pushdown.
While using ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex has been the prevailing solution to improve
query run time and reduce file reading times, using Bloom filters for this purpose is rarely
explored. Bloom filters [18], by Burton H. Bloom, is the idea of the trade–offs between space
and hashing efficiency. Several instances of use of Bloom filters can be quoted, but we focus
on the implementation in a big data application, namely, Bigtable [19]. Bigtable uses the
Google SSTables file format to store large amounts of data. SSTables contain persistent
key-values pairs that are arbitrary byte strings. SSTables contain a sequence of blocks, each
5https://orc.apache.org/docs/
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of typical size 64 kB. Optionally, SSTables can be mapped to the memory directly, instead
of disk storage. SSTables add several refinements in the implementation, including Bloom
filters. Bloom filters in Bigtable act as gatekeepers to restrict disk read accesses during row
retrievals from SSTables. Bloom filters in Bigtable reduce disk accesses for reads and the
I/O costs. Apache Kudu6 [20] is a relational database system, with a structurally similar
data storage system to that of Bigtable. In effect, Kudu is similar to parquet file format in
terms of storing data in columnar format, but retrieving results in row store representation.
It should be noted that Kudu and PittCS Arrow implementations for Bloom filters were
concurrently developed–Kudu’s code was released in June 2020. Impala uses Bloom filters
in Kudu as a part of its query engine and does not store them in parquet files as in PittCS
Arrow. That is, to reduce the number of rows retrieved during table join operations in
query executions, Impala uses Bloom filters to achieve nearly 20x improvements in query
executions on Kudu7 in the Hadoop file system. Along the lines of these implementation,
our implementation of a Bloom filter is to be the first–level check before using ColumnIndex
and OffsetIndex, in order to reduce parquet file reading time with lesser I/O operations.
To summarize the current-state-of-art, Table 2 shows the different columnar file formats
and their supported features to improve file reading times. It is clear that no Parquet
implementation supports the features of PittCS Arrow parquet proposed in this thesis.
2.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we completed explaining parquet, ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and Bloom
filters in detail. Further, we discussed the background and related work in the area of colum-
nar file formats similar to parquet. In the next chapter, we present the main contribution of
this thesis, the design and implementation of PittCS Arrow, which optimizes Arrow C++
parquet files. We first introduce Arrow and discuss the parquet reader and writer in Arrow
C++. Subsequently, in reference to Arrow, we explain our implementation, PittCS Arrow,
6https://kudu.apache.org/overview.html
7https://issues.apache.org/jira/browse/IMPALA-3741
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Table 2: Taxonomy of the state-of-art-implementations and our contribution PittCS Arrow
Application,
library,
database
Supported
file
format
Programming
Language Statistics
ColumnIndex
&
OffsetIndex
Bloom
filters
MonetDB Plain file C N N N
H–Store Plain file C++/Java N N N
C–Store Plain File C/C++ N N N
Bigtable SSTable Java N N Y
Kudu Kudu C++ N N Y
Vertica Orc C++ N Y N
Hive Orc Java N Y Y
Arrow Parquet C++ Y N N
Vertica Parquet C++ Y N N
Hive Parquet Java Y N N
Spark Parquet Scala Y Y N
Impala Parquet C++ Y Y N
PittCS Arrow Parquet C++ Y Y Y
for reading parquet files with Bloom filters, ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and combination of
Bloom filters with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in detail.
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3.0 Optimizing Arrow C++ parquet files
In this chapter, we present the main contribution of this thesis, the design and imple-
mentation of PittCS Arrow, which optimizes Arrow C++ parquet files. We first introduce
Arrow and discuss the parquet reader and writer in Arrow C++ in detail in Section 3.1.
Subsequently, in reference to Arrow, we explain our implementation for reading parquet
files with Bloom filters, ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and combination of Bloom filters with
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in detail in Section 3.2.
3.1 An Arrow Primer
Arrow is a derivative of the Apache Parquet project. Arrow is highly efficient in perform-
ing vector in-memory computations 1. Arrow takes inspiration from the parquet file format
to create its own version of “Arrow” files that are vectorized memory-mapped abstraction of
parquet files. Arrow project is the primary maintainer for the parquet file format and for the
use of parquet in C++. Arrow offers low-level API for in-memory operations on columnar
data that is used by Spark and Vertica. A recent considerable interest has been generated
in using the efficient low-level API offered by Arrow, for reading and writing parquet files
on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) and is an actively researched topic [21].
As parquet files are WORM files, Arrow C++ implements two operations on parquet
files, Create(write) and Read
arrow :: io :: FileOutputStream :: Open(”test.parquet”);
parquet :: WriterProperties :: Builderbuilder;
parquet :: ParquetF ileWriter :: Open(outfile, schema, builder.build());
1https://arrow.apache.org/faq/
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Figure 9: A simplified flow diagram with numbers to indicate the direction of flow of creating
a Parquet file in Arrow C++.
to create parquet files, and
parquet :: ParquetF ileReader :: Make(:: arrow :: MemoryPool ∗ pool,
std :: unique_ptr < ParquetF ileReader > reader,
std :: unique_ptr < FileReader > ∗out)
to read parquet files.
3.1.1 Arrow C++ Flow of Control for Creating parquet files
To start the process of writing data in a parquet file, Arrow creates an instance of
ParquetWriter. Using a default setup or based on the configurations provided by the user,
an instance of ParquetWriter generates the parquet file schema. Schema contains the infor-
mation on the columns of the table, the data type, repetition and definition levels of each
column.
Specifically, to explain the flow of control in Arrow C++ to write data into a parquet
file, we follow the steps in Figure 9.
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Step 1: The schema is generated for the parquet file is generated.
Step 2: The ParquetWriter creates a FileWriter instance, using the generated schema.
FileWriter writes the magic word “PAR1” at the beginning of the file to start the process of
writing.
Step 3: FileWriter creates instances of RowGroupWriters, in sequence, for all RowGroups
to be written in a file.
Step 4: Each RowGroupWriter creates instances of ColumnWriters for each column in
the schema. The RowGroupWriter stores the offsets to the ColumnChunkMetadata for each
column in the RowGroupMetadata.
Step 5: Each ColumnWriter writes the ColumnChunkMetadata with the statistical in-
formation and offsets to DataPages.
Step 6: Each ColumnWriter calls instances of PageWriter, which finally writes rows into
the DataPages in batches. The PageWriter also considers the compression and encoding
schemes while writing the DataPages, to create DictionaryPages whenever necessary.
Step 7: Once the PageWriter completes writing all rows of the column, it returns the
number of bytes of data written to ColumnWriter.
Step 8: The ColumnWriter returns the number of bytes written by PageWriter to
RowGroupWriter. The RowGroupWriter verifies, using the schema information, that the
number of bytes written is of the same size as the size of data. On verification, the
RowGroupWriter proceeds to the next step.
Step 9: The RowGroupWriter proceeds to writing data for the next ColumnChunk. This
process repeats for all ColumnChunks in a RowGroup, serially.
Step 10: Once a RowGroup is successfully written, the RowGroupWriter returns the
RowGroupMetadata to the FileWriter. The FileWriter checks if more RowGroups have to
be written and the repeats the process. Once all RowGroups in the file are written into the
file, the FileWriter writes the FileMetdata and RowGroupMetadata, for all RowGroups, in
the footer. The FileWriter completes by writing the byte size of the FileMetadata at the
end of the file and a string “PAR1” of size four bytes, to identify the parquet file. The
offset to the footer of the file is the byte size of the FileMetadata. During a parquet file
read, the parquet reader makes an initial seek to the end of the file to read the size of the
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Figure 10: A simplified flow diagram with numbers to indicate the direction of flow of reading
a Parquet file in Arrow C++
FileMetadata. The reader seeks backwards by this size to the beginning of the footer.
Step 11: The ParquetWriter then closes the file descriptor to complete the write operation
of the parquet file. This marks the end of the control flow.
3.1.2 Arrow C++ Flow of Control for Reading parquet files
Since the parquet file is segmented, different sections are processed to read the contents
of the parquet file. To start reading, Arrow creates an instance of ParquetReader with the
file name and schema.
We explain the control flow for reading a parquet file in Arrow, using the steps shown in
the Figure 10.
Step 1: The ParquetReader creates a file descriptor to load the file.
Step 2: The ParquetReader instance invokes a FileReader instance. The FileReader
creates a file descriptor and begins by seeking to the end of the file, to read the size of the
FileMetadata. The FileReader seeks backwards by that size to the beginning of the footer,
which is also the beginning of the FileMetadata.
Step 3: The FileReader deserializes the FileMetadata to invoke RowGroupReader in-
stances. Each RowGroupReader instance loads the RowGroupMetadata the respective
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RowGroup.
Step 4: RowGroupReader invokes separate instances of ColumnChunkReader for each
ColumnChunk in the RowGroup.
Step 5: ColumnChunkReader serially invokes PageReader for each DataPage.
Step 6 & 7: The PageReader calls ReadBatch to read DataPages serially.
Step 8 & 9: ReadBatch reads the values the rows in the DataPages and returns the
values to standard I/O on reaching the end of the DataPage. This marks the end of the
reading control flow. However, internally Arrow follows a few steps to close the file which is
not part of the reading control flow.
Step 10: PageReader exhausts reading all the DataPages in a ColumnChunk,
the ColumnChunkReader instance is also closed.
Step 11 & 12: This process is repeated by the FileReader for other RowGroups.
Step 13: FileReader returns control to ParquetFileReader and the file is closed.
3.2 PittCS Arrow Parquet files
We modify the parquet creating (writing) control flow in Arrow C++ (Figure 9) to
generate parquet files that store Bloom filters in between RowGroups and ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex at the footer. We modify the parquet reading control flow in Arrow C++
(Figure 10) to read parquet files either with ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex or with Bloom
filters or with the combination of Bloom filters and ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex.
3.2.1 PittCS Arrow Parquet Writer
Writing ColumnIndex
We use Thrift deserialization methods in C++ to write ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex
at the footer of the parquet file. Figure 11 represents our modifications to the control flow
to introduce OffsetIndex and ColumnIndex.
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Figure 11: A simplified control flow diagram with yellow highlighted boxes indicating mod-
ifications for writing ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex into parquet file in PittCS Arrow.
To achieve this we modify the steps four, five and six of the original control flow for
writing a parquet file in Arrow C++. We start by creating an instance of ParquetWriter.
Step 1: The schema for the parquet file is generated.
Step 2: The ParquetWriter creates an instance of FileWriter.
Step 3: The FileWriter creates of RowGroupWriter to write a RowGroup into the file.
Step 4: Each instance of RowGroupWriter checks the schema for the next ColumnChunk
to be written into the file.
Step 5 & 6: An instance of ColumnWriter invokes instances to PageWriter and creates an
instance of the ColumnIndex. As the PageWriter includes the statistics to all the DataPages
in a ColumnChunk, we update the statistics in the ColumnIndex. We write the offsets to
the DataPages in the OffsetIndex.
Step 6 & 7: We use the instance of ColumnWriter to write the offsets to the ColumnIndex
and OffsetIndex (in the footer) into the ColumnChunkMetadata.
Step 7: The RowGroupWriter verifies the number of bytes written into the file.
Step 8: The RowGroupWriter checks if anymore ColumnChunks are left to be written
into the file.
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Figure 12: A simplified control flow diagram with yellow box highlighting the modifications
to the control flow for writing Bloom filter into a parquet file in PittCS Arrow.
Step 9: On successful completion of writing all ColumnChunks, the RowGroupWriter
returns control to FileWriter. The FileWriter repeats the process of creating instances of
RowGroupWriter until all the RowGroups are written into the file. It returns the control to
ParquetWriter.
Step 10: The FileWriter completes creating the parquet file by writing the footer in the
parquet file, along with the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex.
Step 11: The ParquetWriter closes the file and this marks the end of the control flow.
Writing SBBF
To write SBBF in the parquet files, we initialize the SBBF with its false positive proba-
bility. We hash the values, to be written into the file by a PageWriter, into the Bloom filter.
Figure 12 represents our modifications to the control flow, to introduce Split Block Bloom
Filters in parquet files. Figure 13 depicts the layout of the parquet file after writing the
Bloom filters in between RowGroups.
To achieve this we modify the steps four, five and six of the original control flow for
writing a parquet file in Arrow C++. We start by creating an instance of ParquetWriter.
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Figure 13: File layout of column-level Bloom filters in PittCS Arrow parquet files
Step 1: The schema for the parquet file is generated.
Step 2: The ParquetWriter creates an instance of FileWriter.
Step 3: The FileWriter creates of RowGroupWriter to write a RowGroup into the file.
Step 4: Each instance of RowGroupWriter checks the schema for the next ColumnChunk
to be written into the file. We also create a list of SBBFs to store the SBBF in memory until
written into the file by the RowGroupWriter.
Step 5: We intialize a column-level SBBF with the instance of ColumnWriter.
Step 6: An instance of ColumnWriter invokes instances to PageWriter. As the PageWriter
writes values into DataPages, we also hash the values into the SBBF. Once the PageWriter
completes writing the values into DataPages, it returns the number of bytes written into
the file to ColumnWriter. The ColumnWriter adds its SBBF to the list of SBBFs stored in
memory.
Step 7: ColumnWriter returns the control to RowGroupWriter with the number of bytes
written into the file.
Step 8: The RowGroupWriter verifies the number of bytes written into the file. On
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Figure 14: A simplified flow diagram with numbers to indicate the direction of control flow
and yellow highlighted boxes to indicate the modifications for reading with ColumnIndex on
Parquet file in PittCS Arrow.
successfully verification, the RowGroupWriter writes all the SBBFs in the order as stored in
the list of SBBFs in memory. It also notes the offsets to the column-level SBBFs and invokes
individual ColumnChunkWriters to update the ColumnChunkMetadata with the bloom filter
offset.
Step 9: The RowGroupWriter checks if anymore ColumnChunks are left to be written
into the file.
Step 10: On successful completion of writing all ColumnChunks, the RowGroupWriter
returns control to FileWriter. The FileWriter repeats the process of creating instances of
RowGroupWriter until all the RowGroups are written into the file. It returns the control to
ParquetWriter.
Step 11: The ParquetWriter closes the file and this marks the end of the control flow.
3.2.2 PittCS Arrow Parquet Reader
In our implementation, we modify the ColumnChunkReader to retrieve the offsets to
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex in ColumnChunkMetadata. We deserialize the ColumnIndex
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and OffsetIndex after loading them from the ColumnIndex offset and OffsetIndex offset in
the file.
We start from the RowGroupReader. The RowGroupReader serially invokes instances
of ColumnChunkReader.
At Steps 5 and 6, we show the process of using ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex in Figure
14 to select candidate DataPages and to determine the offsets to the candidate DataPages.
Arrow offers a functional implementation to skip a certain number of rows before starting to
read the parquet file. We implement row skipping to the first row of candidate DataPage(s).
We use ReadBatch to match the rows with the predicate. For each data type sup-
ported by parquet, we implement a distinct search paradigm to match the predicate, us-
ing ColumnIndex. For integers, we implement plain range search. For float and double
data types, we implement range search with 10-16 to 10-11 standard error. For ByteArrays
(strings), we implement range search with the longest prefix match.
In the case of reading Bloom filters with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex or performing row
scans on DataPages, at Steps 5 and 6, we modify the control flow of Arrow C++, as shown
in Figures 15 and 16. We implement flags to choose Bloom filter and/or ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex during parquet file reading for row retrieval.
At the Step 7, once the DataPages are selected, the PageReader invokes ReadBatch to
read the rows from the DataPages. This marks the end of the sub-control flow.
Reading with ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex
At Steps 5 and 6 of the Arrow control flow in the Figure 14, we load ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex onto the memory using the thrift deserialization protocol for C++ and prepare
the ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex for use. Let us consider a case of six columns in a relational
table, a RowGroup in the parquet file has six ColumnChunks. Thus, the ColumnIndex has
six lists of DataPage minimum and maximum values. The OffsetIndex stores six lists of
DataPage first row indices and offsets. All min and max values of DataPages in one list that
corresponds to the ColumnChunk, is used to retrieve the DataPage whose range matches
for the predicate. We retrieve the cardinal number (the number of the row in a table in row
store format) of the first row of the DataPage from the corresponding list in OffsetIndex, for
row skipping to the DataPage.
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Figure 15: A simplified flow diagram with numbers to indicate the direction of control flow
and yellow highlighted boxes to indicate the modifications for reading with Bloom filter in
a parquet file in PittCS Arrow.
Figure 16: A simplified flow diagram with numbers to indicate the direction of control flow
and yellow highlighted boxes to indicate the modifications for reading the parquet file with
the combination of Bloom filter, ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex in PittCS Arrow.
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Reading with SBBF
At Steps 5 and 6 of the Arrow control flow in the Figure 15 we load the SBBF onto the
memory using the thrift deserialization protocol for C++ and prepare the SBBF for use.
For each ColumnChunk, we load the offset to the SBBF in the footer. This offset is used in
reading the Bloom filter from the file onto the memory. The Bloom filter is used to detect
if the value does not exist in the ColumnChunk.
Reading with the combination of SBBF, ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex
At Steps 5 and 6 of the Arrow parquet reading control flow as shown in Figure 16 we
load the SBBF and ColumnIndex onto memory using the Apache Parquet thrift protocol for
C++ and prepare them for reading. After deserializing the Bloom filter, the value is detected
for presence in the ColumnChunk. Only in the case that the value may be present in the
ColumnChunk, the ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex are used to extract the exact DataPage
to search for the row retrieval.
3.3 Complexity Analysis of Embedded ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and Bloom
filters in PittCS Arrow
In this section, we discuss the cost of the proposed two embedding structures, namely
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and SBBF, from theoretical point of view in order to better un-
derstand our experimental evaluation presented in the next chapter.
3.3.1 Complexity Analysis of Adding ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in parquet file
In theory, writing ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in a parquet file is a constant time operation.
Since the minimum and maximum values are already being computed to be added to the
Statistics in a DataPage, the same computation will be performed for updating those entries
in ColumnIndex. Computing the offset to a DataPage is also a constant time operation
because the offset is simply the location at which the OffsetIndex will be written, which is
known at the time of writing while immediately updating the OffsetIndex.
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Our focus, however, is to understand the computational complexity of scanning a value
from the parquet file with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex. The time to read the parquet file with
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex (tr) in parquet file is the sum of the time to load ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex (tl), time to retrieve the candidate DataPage (tp) and time to scan the value in
the candidate DataPage (ts), that is,
tr = tl + tp + ts (3.1)
Given that time to load the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex happens once when the file is
open for reading, we can consider an amortized constant time for the purposes of theoret-
ical assumption. The time taken to detect the candidate page can be discussed in further
detail. We use the minimum and maximum values in ColumnIndex to detect the candidate
DataPage. In the best case scenario where the data is sorted in a ColumnChunk, the mini-
mum and maximum values are also sorted for the DataPages. In such a case, the candidate
DataPage can be detected in an average of O(n/2) time with short-circuiting, where n is the
number of minimum and maximum entries in the ColumnIndex for the ColumnChunk. In
the worst case scenario where the data is not sorted or the predicate value can potentially
does not exist or only exists in the last DataPage of sorted data, the candidate DataPage
can only be detected in an average of O(n) time. Using binary search for detecting candidate
DataPage of sorted data should take O(logn) time. Once the potential DataPage is detected,
retrieving the offset should be a O(1) operation, since OffsetIndex is essentially a map to all
the offsets of the DataPages. Further, to scan and retrieve the value in a DataPage for the
result, can also involve short-circuiting in the case of sorted data to perform the operation
in O(k/2) time or linear scan in the case of unsorted data to perform the operation in O(k)
time, where k is the number of rows in the DataPage. Using binary search to scan the values
in a sorted DataPage will take O(logk) time. This process has to be repeated for all the
candidate DataPages that could potentially hold the value to be returned as result from the
file.
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In essence, scanning the value from the parquet file with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex should
take O(m(logn + logk)) to O(m(n + k)), where m is the number of candidate DataPages,
that is,
m(logn+ logk) <= tr <= m(n+ k) (3.2)
3.3.2 Complexity Analysis of Adding Bloom filters
In theory, writing Bloom filters into a parquet file is a constant operation to write the
SBBF into a parquet file and r ∗ 8 ∗O(1) time to hash all values into the Bloom filter, where
r is the number of rows to be hashed into the bloom filters.
Our focus is to understand the computational complexity of reading a parquet file with
Bloom filters. Since the Bloom filter has to be loaded on to the memory, the time to read
a parquet file along with Bloom filter (tr) is the sum of the time to load the Bloom filter
from the file (tlbf ). Since we load the Bloom filter only once, we do not consider that in the
overall file reading time. Hence, the time to detect if the value is present or not in the file
(tp), that is,
tr = tp (3.3)
The Bloom filter can be loaded from the parquet file in O(1) time the from the footer.
Detecting if a value is present in the DataPage or ColumnChunk is also a O(8) operation in
a Bloom filter. Hence, the overall time in reading a parquet file in Bloom filter should also
be a constant c time operation, that is,
tr = O(c) (3.4)
Although reading the parquet file with a Bloom filter is a constant time operation, this
constant varies with the DataType of the values hashed into the Bloom filter and the size of
the Bloom filters, which is determined by the false positive probability (fpp). The larger the
size of the Bloom filter, the more the time taken to load the Bloom filter from the parquet
file and the larger is the value of the constant. But, once loaded for a column, the Bloom
filter should contribute the same amount of time to the overall parquet file reading time, for
each value verification.
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In essence, scanning the value from the parquet file with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex should
take O(m(logn + logk)) to O(m(n + k)), where m is the number of candidate DataPages,
that is,
m(logn+ logk) <= tr <= m(n+ k) (3.5)
3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the parquet reader and writer in Arrow and our implemen-
tation, PittCS Arrow, in detail. The actual code for PittCS Arrow reader and writer are
available in github2.
To implement PittCS Arrow writer for ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex, we modify the Arrow
writing control flow in the function call to WriteBatch in ColumnWriter to instantiate the
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex entries for that ColumnChunk, modify the PageWriter to
add the minimum and maximum values of DataPages into the ColumnIndex. Further, we
modify the PageWriter to store the offsets to the DataPages, to be added as entries in the
OffsetIndex. The ColumnWriter sets the offsets to ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex in the
ColumnChunkMetadata. To implement PittCS Arrow writer for Split Block Bloom Filters,
we modify the ColumnWriter, to instantiate a Bloom filter per ColumnChunk. For each
ColumnChunk, the PageWriter hashes the values being written into the DataPage also into
the Bloom filter. Once the Bloom filter has all the values in the ColumnChunk hashed, the
RowGroupWriter writes the bloom filter instance into the file at the footer along with the
offsets to the Bloom filters in the ColumnChunkMetadata.
To implement PittCS Arrow reader for ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex, we modify the Arrow
reading control flow. We deserialize the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in ColumnChunkReader
using the offset stored in the ColumnChunkMetadata. Similarly, we deserialize the Bloom
filter in the ColumnChunkReader using the offset stored in ColumnChunkMetadata. Once
the Bloom filter or ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex is deserialized on to the memory, they are used
to either detect if the value is present in the column (Bloom filter) or where the DataPage
2https://github.com/a2un/arrow/
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in which the value may be present in the column (ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex). Once the
location of the value and its presence in the column is determined, we modify the PageReader
to perform a localized scan to detect and retrieve the value from the file.
In the next chapter, we discuss the instrumentation and performance evaluation of PittCS
Arrow. Further, we present and analyze the results in detail, which support our two aims in
this thesis in optimizing parquet files in Arrow C++.
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4.0 Experimental Evaluation
In this chapter, we proceed further with describing the instrumentation and evaluation
for measuring performance improvements in PittCS Arrow parquet file reading times. We
describe the methodology for our experiments and present the experimental platform in
Section 4.1. We present our observations of the file reading times for searching a predicate
in the parquet file and the change in size of the file with the introduction of Bloom filters,
ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex in Section 4.2. Finally, we analyze and discuss our results in
detail in Section 4.3.
4.1 Experimental Methodology
4.1.1 Evaluation Metrics & Statistics
Average Response Time
We measure the average file reading time using the high-precision time chrono library in
C++ to measure the difference in response times in milliseconds.
We measure average response times in two forms, namely
(i) Amortized Average time: This is the average response time per query when including
the time taken to load the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and/or Bloom filter for the query
processing.
(ii) Average time. This is the average response time per query without including the time
taken to load the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and/or Bloom filter at the first invocation.
File Size
We measure the change in file size on adding ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and the change
in the file size on adding Bloom filters. We also measure the change in size of the metadata
after adding Bloom filters and ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex at the footer of the file.
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Experimental Profiling
For the experiments with Bloom filters, we profile the false positives on member and
non–member queries, for each column. We, only measure the truth of the Bloom filters and
not the time to verify if the value is present in the set.
4.1.2 Dataset
We use a table schema for five columns: int32 (32-bit integer), int64 (64-bit integer),
float, double and ByteArray (string of 124 characters in length). We use the generated
schema to create the metadata information for the parquet file. By considering all the
supported data types as columns of the table schema, our dataset covers all the different
types used by the database tables that can be stored in the parquet file.
We generate two parquet files, with sorted and unsorted data, with 10 Million rows in 1
RowGroup of size 1 GB. To generate a file with sorted data, we create values in sequence of
row numbers, for 10 Million rows. This way the data is always guaranteed to be sorted. To
generate a file with unsorted data, we create a random value for every row, for 10 Million
rows. We generate parquet files with plain encoding and no compression. Since the two
parquet files use a schema of 5 columns, each RowGroup has 5 ColumnChunks. The size of
each DataPage in each ColumnChunk is upto 1 MB. The files are written in plain encoding
for each datatype and are uncompressed. All the parameters in our experiment are listed
in Table 3. The generated parquet files are embedded with Bloom filters and ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex.
4.1.3 Experimental Setup
Response Time Comparison
We implement a testbed where the queries are executed using the parquet access methods
utilizing the ColumnIndex, OffsetIndex and Bloom filters. In each run, we read the parquet
file based on one particular value of a column. To measure the response times for our
approach, we define two types of file accesses:
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Table 3: Control and Dataset Parameters
Parameter Value
Number of parquet files 7
Size of parquet file 128MB, 1 GB, 2.2 GB
Data Arrangement sorted and unsorted
Number of rows per file 10M rows
Number of RowGroups per Parquet file 1
Number of columns 5
Column data types int32, int64, float, double, strings
With or without file caching With file caching
String character length 124 bytes
Number of ColumnChunks per RowGroup 5
Number of DataPages per ColumnChunk >= 5
Size of DataPage <= 1 MB
Size of RowGroup 128MB, 1 GB, 2.2 GB
Compression Uncompressed
Encoding Plain
Bloom filter false positive probability 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5
Number of member queries per run 1000
Number of runs 5 & 10 runs
Member query predicate range value between zero & total number of rows
Non–Member query predicate range value not present in the file
Compression Codec GZip
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i) Member Queries: The file operations performed for retrieving a row that is present in
the file.
ii) Non-Member Queries: The file operations performed for retrieving a row that is not
present in the file.
In both cases, we are reading a value in one particular column. As discussed in Chapter 1,
Section 1, the parquet format in Arrow retains the row representation of a table during data
retrieval from columnar storage. That is, the experiments reflect the following SQL select
statement with a single attribute (column) predicate:
select * from file x where a = <search-value>;
We repeat this test for all columns in the file. In general, the parquet files’ metadata could
potentially be used by query engines to support more complex selection conditions such as
range queries.
We run the parquet file queries with and without file caching (O_DIRECT flag1). How-
ever, we did not notice any significant difference in the file reading time measurements with
or without caching. Hence, we include only the file reading times with caching, in our ex-
periments. For workload simulation, we run the member and non–member queries on both,
sorted and unsorted, parquet files. We execute 1000 member and 1000 non–member file
accesses, separately, in 5 runs. We generate predicates randomly for each run, to be read
from the file.
Bloom filter sensitivity
We perform sensitivity analysis on the Bloom filters for the false positive probability
values of 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 on parquet files with Bloom filters for 10M rows, with
not particular data arrangement (with or without sorting) in five columns for ten runs with
thousand non–member queries per run.
Indirect Comparison of performance with Impala
We run an instance of PittCS Arrow parquet reader on a 128 MB parquet file to match
the implementation of Impala parquet reader, since Impala’s implementation limits the max-
imum size of parquet files to the maximum size of a Hadoop DataNode (data block in the
1https://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man2/open.2.html
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Table 4: Computational infrastructure
Infrastructure Value
CPU 12 cores, 3.2 Ghz
Memory 32 GB
OS Ubuntu 18.04
Linux kernel 5.3
openAFS version 1.8.5
CMake version 3
Arrow version 0.14
GCC version 7
Thrift version 0.9
C++ version 17
Chrono version 17 (C++ STL)
Hadoop File System), 128 MB. We measure the average file reading time using the high-
precision time library in C++, chrono in milliseconds.
Bloom filter compression
We run an instance of the PittCS Arrow parquet writer to create parquet files with
uncompressed bloom filters at false positive probability value of 0.001 for 10M rows. We
apply GZip compression codec provided by Arrow, to measure the factor of compression in
parquet files and bring the benefits of compression in PittCS Arrow parquet files.
4.1.4 Computational Infrastructure
All performance evaluations are executed on a system with twelve core 3.2 GHz processor
and 32 GB memory. The system runs Ubuntu 18.04 on linux kernel version 5.3 and openAFS
file system version 1.8.5. The software to run the performance evaluations is built with Arrow
0.14 on CMake version 3, with C++ version 17, GCC version 7 and Thrift version 0.9. We
use the chrono header files provided by the C++ Standard Template Library (STL), to
measure the file reading times. We summarize the computational infrastructure in Table 4.
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4.2 PittCS Arrow Experimental Results
In this section, we measure the performance of our implementation, PittCS Arrow, using
the experimental setup discussed above.
4.2.1 Binary search with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex on sorted data
Inspired by our complexity analysis of ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in this chapter, Section
3.3.1, we included binary search in selecting the candidate DataPages while selecting the
matching range of minimum and maximum values of DataPages with the predicate. However,
in parquet files that are small with small number of DataPages, we must note that adding
binary search with the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex on sorted data in selecting the DataPages
should not add significant benefits to the file reading time. reading small parquet files with
small number of DataPages does not add significant benefits, that is we achieve the same 20x
improvement in file reading times of using plain ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex without binary
search. We present our results in the Figure 17.
4.2.2 Comparisons of Average Response Time
In the first query in every run on every column, we include the time to load the
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex or Bloom filter once onto memory along with the time taken to
read the file. In the subsequent queries, we measure only the file reading time. We measure
the average parquet file reading time of 50000 file accesses separately on sorted and unsorted
parquet files.
We use notations to describe the comparisons of average response times, as presented in
Table 5. We compare the average file reading time in four cases namely, without ColumnIndex
& OffsetIndex or Bloom filters (WOIBF), with Bloom filters (WBF), Bloom filters with
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex (WIBF), Bloom filters with ColumnIndex & OffsetIndex (WIBF),
as shown in Figures the 18, 19, 20 and 21 for sorted and unsorted data in parquet files.
WOIBF vs WI (Figures 18, 19, 20, 21 and Table 6)
We see an average (the average of the values under member and non–member queries,
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Figure 17: Average file reading times for sorted parquet files with 10M rows for member
queries shows a 20x reduction using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and binary search.
respectively) decrease in file reading time by 9.27 when using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex for
member queries and by 25.14 when using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex for non–member queries,
as shown in Table 6. We observe approximately 20x improvement on log scale of the average
parquet file reading time in milliseconds, in all cases, in the Figures 18 and 20.
WOIBF vs WBF (Figures 18, 19, 20, 21 and Table 7)
In the profile of the experiment, we see 0% false positives in the case of the member
queries on integer and string columns. 10%-12% of the member queries to only double and
float columns were falsely categorized as not present. 98%-99% of non–member queries to
all columns were correctly categorized as not present.
As expected, we observe a significant decrease in the average file reading time by 23.6
in the case of non–member queries, as shown in Table 7. We observe approximately 20x
improvement of the average parquet file reading time in milliseconds, in all cases, in the
Figures 18 and 20.
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Table 5: Notation used for average file reading time comparisons
File access method Abbreviation
without ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex or Bloom filters WOIBF
with ColumnIndex & OffsetIndex WI
with Bloom filters WBF
Bloom filters with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex WIBF
WOIBF vs WIBF (Figures 18, 19, 20, 21 and Table 8)
In the profile of the experiment, we see 0% false positives in the case of the member
queries on integer and string columns. 10%-12% of the member queries on double and float
columns were falsely categorized as not present. 98%-99% of non–member queries for all
columns, were correctly categorized as non–members. We see that the average file reading
time reduces by 9.27 for member queries and by 28.63 for non–member queries, as shown in
Table 8. The real gain in file reading time is in the case of non–member queries, which the
Bloom filters are designed to handle. We observe approximately 20x improvement in the
average parquet file reading time in milliseconds, in all cases, in the Figures 18 and 20.
WI vs WIBF (Figures 18, 19, 20, 21 and Table 9)
We see that the average (the average of the values under member and non–member
queries, respectively) file reading time is nearly the same when using or without using the
Bloom filter. In case of non–member queries there is a 10% reduction in the file reading time,
as shown in Table 9. We observe approximately 10% improvement of the average response
time, in all cases, in the Figures 18 and 20.
In the profile of the experiment, we see 0% false positives in the case of the member
queries on integer and string columns. 10%-12% of the member queries to only double and
float columns were falsely categorized as not present. 98%-99% of non–member queries to
all columns were correctly categorized as not present.
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex load time vs Bloom filter load time (Figures 22 and 23)
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Figure 18: Average file reading times for sorted parquet files with 10M rows for member
queries has 20x reduction using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex
with Bloom Filters.
Figure 19: Average file reading times for unsorted parquet files with 10M rows for member
queries has 20x reduction on using either Bloom filter or ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex.
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Figure 20: Average file reading times for sorted parquet files with 10M rows for non–member
queries has 20x reduction using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex or Bloom filters.
Figure 21: Average file reading times for unsorted parquet files with 10M rows for non–
member queries has 20x reduction utilizing either Bloom filter or ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex.
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Table 6: Amortized average reading times (in milliseconds) WOIBF vs WI with sorted data
Query
Type
Data
Type WOIBF WI
Ratio WOIBF
by WI
Percentage
Reduction
member int32 553.6 45.46 12.17 91%
int64 623.8 66.1 9.43 85%
float 542 46 11.78 91%
double 585.6 66.72 8.77 88%
string 3894 929.2 4.19 76%
non–member int32 1274 33.96 37.51 97%
int64 1280 62.54 20.46 95%
float 1344 34.22 39.27 97%
double 1332 63.52 20.96 94%
string 6654 889.8 7.47 86%
Table 7: Amortized average reading times (in milliseconds) WOIBF vs WBF with sorted
data
Query
Type
Data
Type WOIBF WBF
Ratio WOIBF
by WBF
Percentage
Reduction
member int32 553.6 554.6 0.99 0%
int64 623.8 623.8 1 0%
float 542 492.2 1.10 0%
double 585.6 531.2 1.10 0%
string 3894 3892 1.00 97%
non–member int32 1274 35.2 36.19 97%
int64 1280 65.68 19.4 94%
float 1344 37.82 35.5 97%
double 1332 68.08 19.5 94.8 %
string 6654 914.8 7.27 86%
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Table 8: Amortized average reading times (in milliseconds) of WOIBF vs WIBF with sorted
data
Query
Type
Data
Type WOIBF WIBF
Ratio WOIBF
by WIBF
Percentage
Reduction
member int32 553.6 45.5 12.17 91%
int64 623.8 66.46 9.43 85%
float 542 44.26 11.78 91%
double 585.6 65.94 8.77 88%
string 3894 929.6 4.19 76%
non–member int32 1274 28.94 44.02 97%
int64 1280 57.54 22.24 95%
float 1344 28.96 46.40 97.8%
double 1332 58.1 22.92 95%
string 6654 878.2 7.57 86.8%
Table 9: Amortized average reading times (in milliseconds) of WI vs WIBF with sorted data
Query
Type
Data
Type WI WIBF
Ratio WI
by WIBF
member int32 45.46 45.5 0.99
int64 66.1 66.46 0.99
float 46 44.26 1.03
double 66.72 65.94 1.01
string 929.72 929.6 0.99
non–member int32 33.96 28.94 1.17
int64 62.54 57.54 1.08
float 34.22 28.96 1.18
double 63.52 58.1 1.09
string 889.8 878.2 1.01
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Figure 22: Average ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and SBBF loading times for sorted parquet
files with 10M rows.
Figure 23: Average ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and SBBF loading times for unsorted parquet
files with 10M rows.
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Table 10: Amortized average reading times (in milliseconds) on sorted vs unsorted data in
parquet files
Query Type Metric Read time improvementin sorted data
Read time improvement
in unsorted data
member WBF 1.04 1.04
WI 9.27 9.27
WIBF 9.27 9.27
non–member WBF 23.61 23.81
WI 25.14 25.53
WIBF 28.63 28.7
We notice that the time taken to load ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex onto memory is less
than the time taken to load the Bloom filter. In general, the time taken to load Bloom filters
or ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex onto memory is less than the time taken to search a value from
the parquet file, as expected. We summarize our findings in the Figures 22 and 23.
4.2.3 Comparisons of File Size
We use notations to describe our case, as presented in Table 11. We compare the change
in file sizes, namely in without ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex or Bloom filters (WOIBF) and with
Bloom filters (WBF).
WOIBF vs WI (Figures 24 and 25)
The parquet file without Bloom filters and ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex is of size 1 GB.
The parquet file with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex is of size 1.0003 GB. We observe that the
increase in number of bytes per data type for the file is close to 0.03%. We summarize the
change in file size with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in Figures 24 and 25.
WOIBF vs WBF (Figure 25)
The size of a parquet file is doubled when embedded with Bloom filter for a false positive
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Table 11: Notation used for comparisons of change in file size
Condition Abbreviation
without ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex or Bloom filters WOIBF
with ColumnIndex & OffsetIndex WI
with Bloom filters WBF
probability of 0.001. This value also varies with the false positive probability. In our case,
the false positive probability was fixed at 0.001 for all the experiments. We measure the
increase in file size to be up to twice the original size of the file, as shown in Figure 25. As
verified from the change in file size experiment, the change in size of the file with a Bloom
filter with false positive probability of 0.001 for 10M rows shows an increase by 500 MB for
five columns. Proportionately this reduces to 200 MB increase in file size when the false
positive probability is 0.5 that is, 40 MB sized Bloom filter per column in the table.
In comparisons with the increase in footer size, we notice that the increase in file size is
mainly contributed proportionately by the increase in footer size. We summarize our results
in Figure 26. We see the increase of footer up to ten times the size of the original footer size
on adding ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex on log scale and an increase up to 10 times the increase
of footer size up to ten times the size of the footer with Bloom filters.
4.2.4 Indirect Comparison with Impala
We compare the file reading times in PittCS Arrow parquet reader with 128 MB par-
quet files, without ColumnIndex & OffsetIndex or Bloom filters (WOIBF), with Bloom filters
(WBF), Bloom filters with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex (WIBF). We summarize our results in
Figures 27 and 28 to observe the 20x improvement in PittCS Arrow parquet reading times.
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Figure 24: Measurements in log scale to compare change in file size with ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex
Figure 25: Measurements in log scale to compare change in file size with ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex and Bloom filters
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Figure 26: Measurements in log scale to compare change in footer size with ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex and Bloom filters
4.2.5 Bloom filter compression
Given the about 2x increase in the size of parquet file due to Bloom filters, and the
integral principle of compression in parquet files, we measure the impact of compression on
Bloom filters. We notice that using GZip compression codec, the size of Bloom filters reduce
from 500 MB for five columns to 300 MB, that is, we achieve 40% compression. When
we apply compression to the parquet file with Bloom filters, an uncompressed parquet file
without Bloom filters of size 1.5 GB reduces to the size of 756 MB, as presented in Table 12.
4.2.6 Bloom filter sensitivity
Again motivated by the trade-off between decrease in response time and increase in file
size due to adding Bloom filters in parquet files, we run a sensitivity analysis.
In our sensitivity analysis, we do not notice significant changes in the false positive
percentage of non–member across the different false positive probabilities settings for Bloom
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Figure 27: Average file reading times for sorted parquet files with 128 MB file for member
queries has 10% reduction on log scale using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex with Bloom Filters.
Figure 28: Average file reading times for sorted parquet files with 128 MB file for non–
member queries shows has 10% reduction on log scale using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex with Bloom Filters.
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Table 12: Comparisons of change in file size with compression
Size of original file
without SBBF
Number of
Rows
Original file
Compression
without Bloom filter
Size of file with
SBBF after compression
1.5 GB 10M Uncompressed 1.8 GB
(compressing the Bloom filter)
166MB 10M Compressed (GZip) 756MB
filters with 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5, for 10M rows with no particular data arrangement.
This is an intriguing outcome of the experiment, we analyze further in Section 4.3.
4.3 Analysis
We observe that irrespective of the data arrangement (data with sorting or without
sorting), the general trend in the results show a significant decrease in file reading times
when using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex, Bloom filters or a combination of Bloom filter and
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex. This implies that our implementation is does not depend on the
dataset and will show the same relative improvement in file reading times.
We see that the difference in time taken to scan files for non–member queries is uniformly
higher than the case of member queries for all data arrangements and data types. This can
be attributed to the notion that ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex can selectively pick a DataPage
to scan, as opposed to full scan without ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex, even for non–member
queries. Similarly, Bloom filters can assist in stopping the reading of the file early, upon
detection of a value not present in the file.
As expected, we observe that Bloom filters perform better in reducing the file reading
times in non–member queries by 20x without ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and an additional
10% with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex.
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We observe many false positives reported for double and float data type column Bloom
filters in member queries. We attribute this occurrence to the approximation we make while
hashing the double and float values using 64-bit integers into those Bloom filters. We can
conclude this by observing the profiles of the Bloom filter experiments. In the cases where
double and float values show high number of false positives, the file reading times are also
low. This means that the Bloom filter is functioning as it should, only that approximation
of data causes a high occurrence of false positives. In all other cases, the Bloom filter report
no false positives and function correctly for non–member queries. We think that there could
be a balance between adjusting the false positive probability and the level of approximation
in matching the double and float values.
We verify that using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex reduces the file reading time. This can be
attributed to the fact that after reading the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex, the program running
the query can selectively read the exact DataPage that has the potential candidate value.
We verify that Bloom filters perform on par with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in all types
of queries. In all cases, combining Bloom filters with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex always offers
reduction in file reading times in comparison with not using either of them. Bloom filters
and ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex can quickly verify if a value is not present in the file with
fewer scans and if the value is present in the file quickly retrieve the value with selective
reading of DataPages.
We notice that even if the time taken using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex in combination
with Bloom filter is less, in comparison with plain ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex, the decrease
in the file reading time is not as significant as other results. ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex
selectively reads a DataPage. Since we use a Bloom filter at the column-level, the value
can be detected to be present at the column-level but not at the DataPage level. This
implies that the DataPage has to still be scanned to verify if the value is not present in the
DataPage. We address this limitation in our implementation with an extension, as future
work, in Chapter 5.
The time taken to load ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex is less than the time taken to load
Bloom filter because ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex stores a limited number of values as opposed
to Bloom filter, whose size varies with the false positive probability. The smaller the false
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probability with which the Bloom filter is initialized, the more the number of blocks per
SBBF, with blocks that are unused for hashing. This also implies that an application looking
to leverage the benefit of using the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and Bloom filter can take the
maximum advantage only if they load the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and Bloom filter onto
the memory once before the query operation and continue to use them for further queries.
Loading the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and Bloom filter separately, for each and every query
only adds an additional cost to the file reading time that can be avoided.
With low false positive probabilities of 0.001, 0.01 and 0.1, in most cases the Bloom
filters can stop the operation of reading the file early, with less chances of reporting false
positives. We notice that compressing the entire file with Bloom filter reduces the file size to
approximately half of the original uncompressed parquet file without Bloom filter and could
potentially reduce the space taken in storing the parquet file with Bloom filter. To further
reduce the Bloom filter load time, we can compress the Bloom filters using GZip to achieve
40% compression and reduce the overall file reading time.
When we measure the Bloom filter sensitivity, we notice that even with high false positive
probability such as 0.5, the Bloom filter presents good accuracy in detecting non–member
values from the rows of the column. This is because for a false positive probability of 0.5,
the structure of the SBBF is such that all the 10M values in the column are hashed into
different blocks and there are unused blocks with no hashed values to cause conflicts. Hence,
there is higher accuracy achieved by the Bloom filter with less data (number of rows) and
comparatively large sized Bloom filters generated with high false positive probability of 0.5.
In the indirect comparison of PittCS Arrow with Impala, as observed in Chapter 2 (Table
2) and other Hadoop SQL engines, we note that improvement in file read time in Impala
considers the primary goal to improve query execution speeds, with parquet files of limited
sizes (<= 1 GB), specific RowGroup parameters (1 RowGroup, <=1 GB) and file system.
By considering file read optimization in the two aims of this thesis, PittCS Arrow works
for parquet files of size 1 GB and 1 RowGroup as well as parquet files of any size with any
number of RowGroups, on a linux file system.
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4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we described the instrumentation and performance evaluation of PittCS
Arrow. We presented and analyzed the results in detail, which support our two aims in
this thesis in optimizing parquet files in Arrow C++. In the next chapter, we conclude our
thesis with a summary of our contributions and future work. Further, we discuss our design
to implement DataPage-level Bloom filters as a final contribution in this thesis. Lastly, we
proceed to discuss the larger implications of PittCS Arrow in open source parquet community.
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5.0 Conclusion & Future Work
In conclusion, with our experimental results presented in the previous chapter, we sup-
ported our claim that implementing the combination of Bloom filters with ColumnIndex-
OffsetIndex can improve parquet file reading times. In this chapter, we summarize our con-
tributions and future work. Specifically, in Section 5.1, we summarize our contributions and
findings. Further, we present our design of page-level Bloom filters, as the final contribution
in this thesis in Section 5.2. Lastly, we discuss the larger implications of our implementation
in the open source parquet community in Section 5.3.
5.1 Summary of Contributions
Motivated by the importance of the parquet files in efficient processing of big relational
data, in this thesis, we designed and implemented the PittCS Arrow parquet file, which
optimized the reading of parquet files in Apache Arrow C++. Specifically, we made the
following four contributions:
• Implemented serialization and deserialization of ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex to support
fast DataPage skipping and utilizing the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex to reduce parquet file
reading time in Arrow C++.
• Implemented serialization and deserialization of column-level Split Block Bloom Filters
(SBBF) and proposing the novel idea of utilizing Bloom filters in combination with the
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex to further reduce parquet file reading time in Arrow C++.
• Evaluated experimentally the reading of PittCS Arrow parquet and found that:
(i) using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex reduces average parquet file reading time by 20x;
(ii) using SBBF reduces the file reading time by 20x; and
(iii) using SBBF in combination with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex by an additional 10% im-
provement in comparison with using plain ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex or plain SBBF.
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• Proposed the DataPage-level SBBF as a two-level Bloom filter to use in combination with
ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and column-level Bloom filter for further read optimization.
5.2 Future Work
PittCS Arrow implements the column-level Bloom filter in Arrow C++ with clear per-
formance gains. However, the information regarding a value being present in DataPages or
not is still unavailable. Since, scans that use ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex happen only at selec-
tive DataPages, there is scope to improve the DataPage-level file reading time. In our future
work, we propose to implement and evaluate page-level Bloom filters which can be used with
and without ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex, with and without column-level Bloom filters. As a
part of this thesis, we did the first step by proposing a design for page-level Bloom filters,
presented in Section 5.2.1, below.
Adding concurrency to parquet reader and writer will additionally bring the benefits of
parallelism. We think that adding concurrency to our implementation in PittCS Arrow is a
scope for future work because PittCS Arrow is built on top of Arrow and the current Arrow
supports concurrency for in-memory operations but not in its implementation of parquet
reader. Supporting concurrency in PittCS Arrow will make highly competent framework to
read and write files in parquet, on par or better than the existing distributed system solutions
to read and write files in parquet, such as Impala on Hadoop file system. We discuss the
idea of introducing concurrency in PittCS Arrow in Section 5.2.2
5.2.1 Proposal for page-level Bloom filters
In this section, we propose the structural layout of DataPage-level Bloom filters. As
shown in Figure 29, we propose that the DataPage-level Bloom filters can be placed at the
end of each ColumnChunk after the last DataPage. Each DataPage has a separate instance
of its DataPage-level Bloom filter. Each DataPage-level Bloom filter is an SBBF, which is
initialized along with the beginning of writing a DataPage. This is an implementation of a
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Figure 29: Two-level implementation of Bloom filters shows the parquet file layout after the
DataPage-level Bloom filter implementation
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two-level Bloom filter which will be used in combination with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and
column-level Bloom filters.
The rows written into a DataPage are hashed into the DataPage-level Bloom filter.
The offsets to the DataPage-level Bloom filters are stored in a list of offsets stored in
OffsetIndex, when written with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and in a list of offsets stored in
ColumnChunkMetadata when written without ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex.
Each DataPage-level Bloom filter is loaded by accessing the offset in the list of offsets
at the time of reading the parquet file. By the structure of its layout, a DataPage-level
Bloom filter is only accessible when the ColumnChunkReader invokes PageReaders to read
the DataPages. In this way, the PageReader call can be revoked by the ColumnChunkReader
if the DataPage-level Bloom filter verifies that the value is not present in a DataPage and
reading the DataPage can be avoided.
Proposal for Writing page-level Bloom filters
To write page-level Bloom filters, we follow the method of writing column-level Bloom
filters as discussed in Section 3.2.1, but with modifications in ColumnWriter.
At steps four, five and six in Figures 15 and 16 of the PittCS Arrow flow control, the
ColumnWriter initializes a new instance of Bloom filter for every WriteBatch.
Inside WriteBatch, we decide if a new DataPage is generated. Until a new DataPage is
generated, we hash the value, that is being written into the DataPage, into the Bloom filter
of the current DataPage.
We repeat this process until we hit a new DataPage. ColumnWriter repeats this pro-
cess for all DataPages. Finally, the Bloom filters for values in each DataPage are written
separately at the end of the ColumnChunk.
When the Bloom filters are written into the file, the ColumnWriter also adds the Bloom
filter offset to the list of all DataPage-level Bloom filter offsets in ColumnChunkMetadata.
Proposal for Reading page-level Bloom filters
To read page-level Bloom filters, we follow the method of reading column-level Bloom
filters as discussed in Section 3.2.2, but with small modifications.
At steps five and six in Figures 15 and 16 of the PittCS Arrow flow control, we deserialize
the DataPage-level Bloom filter, using the list of offsets to the DataPage-level Bloom filters.
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The predicate is checked for its presence in any of the selected DataPages.
When using DataPage-level Bloom filters in combination with column-level Bloom filter,
the value is first checked for presence by column-level Bloom filter and then the value is
checked for presence in any DataPage.
When using DataPage-level Bloom filters in combination with ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex,
the value is first checked for presence in any DataPage and then the ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex
is used to select the DataPage.
When using a combination of DataPage-level Bloom filter, ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and
column-level Bloom filter, the column-level Bloom filter first checks for the presence of the
value in the file, then the DataPage-level Bloom filter checks for the presence of the value in
any DataPage. The ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex is used to selectively read only the DataPages
that could “probably” contain the values and not the DataPages that do not contain the
value with high probability.
5.2.2 Proposal for Reading and Writing with Concurrency
We pose that adding concurrency in reading and writing parquet files in PittCS Arrow
will additionally bring the benefits observed in query execution engines such as Impala. To
truly run in a distributed system, PittCS Arrow can leverage the structure of the parquet file
format to spawn separate instances for different components of the parquet file to incorporate
parallelism. For instance, separate instances of RowGroupWriters and RowGroupReaders
can be spawned for different separate RowGroups in the parquet file. Each RowGroup is first
written into separate files. The FileWriter could act as the master thread in consolidating
all the RowGroups into one file while writing the FileMetadata at the footer of the final
parquet file.
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Table 13: Comparison of PittCS Arrow with state-of-art-implementations for reading and
writing parquet files
Application,
library,
database
Supported
file
format
Programming
Language Statistics
ColumnIndex
&
OffsetIndex
Bloom
filters
Hive Parquet Java Y N N
Arrow Parquet C++ Y N N
Vertica Parquet C++ Y N N
Spark Parquet Scala Y Y N
Impala Parquet C++ Y Y N
PittCS Arrow Parquet C++ Y Y Y
5.3 Discussion
From our experimental results in the previous chapter, we support our two aims of this
thesis to optimize parquet file reading times in Arrow C++. We recommend that adding
and utilizing ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex improves the parquet file reading times. We also
recommend that using Bloom filters in combination with ColumnIndex and OffsetIndex can
further improve the parquet file reading time.
We notice a trade-off associated with improving the file read times and the size of the
file. The file size increases by 0.03% on adding ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and the file size
doubles on adding Bloom filters. While adding ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex does not affect the
size of the file significantly, the size of the file changes significantly on adding Bloom filters.
Our recommendation to achieve optimal outcome is to create parquet files with Bloom filters
that have false positive probability greater than 0.001. With small false positive probability,
the Split Block Bloom Filter (SBBF) allocates more blocks to hash values, with potentially
many unused blocks in the SBBF. This increases the size of the file with the Bloom filter,
without improving the file reading time any further than 20x.
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We conclude our final contribution in this thesis by summarizing our design proposal
to the parquet community for page-level Bloom filters. DataPage-level Bloom filters are
initialized and hashed separately with the rows of individual DataPages in a ColumnChunk.
Each DataPage has its designated DataPage-level Bloom filter. This DataPage-level Bloom
filter can be used at the time of reading the parquet file to avoid reading DataPages irrel-
evant to the query I/O and reduce the file reading times. With this design proposal for
DataPage-level Bloom filters, we present an implementation that goes beyond the state-of-
art-implementations in parquet and complements and enhances our best performing PittCS
Arrow parquet file in this thesis.
In this thesis, we present that our implementation, PittCS Arrow, can read and write
parquet files using ColumnIndex-OffsetIndex and Bloom filters on a general linux file system.
As summarized in Table 13, none of the current applications support all these features in
parquet readers and writers. PittCS Arrow with the incorporation of column-level Bloom
filters is a novel contribution to the parquet open source community and a benchmark for
parquet file read optimizations.
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